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Title
(English translation):

URL

http://store.steampowered.com/app/274980/Influent/

Language/s:

English, German, Japanese, French, Russian, Swedish, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese,
Brasilian Portuguese, Finnish Korean, Norwegian, Danish, Chinese, Hindi, Bulgarian, Latin,
Mandarin Chinese (Simplified, Traditional)

Author (if available):

Rob Howland

Institution Name or
Project:

Three Flip Studios

Access Date:

15.03.2018

e-Civeles Code:

DE03

Main scope of the target group to use the game / platform
(only broadest possible group)

International
European
National
Regional
Local
Primary target group:

Language Learning Students
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Purposes of the game / e-platform
(one or more)

✔

Improving digital competences
Improving (inter)cultural awareness
Gaining geospatial / geographical competences
Learning a language
Improving cognitive functions / brain training

✔
✔

Promoting awareness to immigrants

Summary of the game
Influent is a video game aimed at inspiring people around the world to pick up a new
language by making vocabulary acquisition and proper pronunciation a fun and rewarding
experience without the need for pencils or books. Players explore an interactive 3D
environment (a.k.a. the flat of the protagonist) which is filled with hundreds of selectable,
collectible objects scattered throughout. Each object has a name, and sometimes even a
description or action word attached, allowing players to assemble nouns, adjectives, and
verbs into custom vocab lists that can be practiced and mastered.
Influent has following features:
- Limitless Raid Mode to Time Attack & Fly By (all words at once)
- Implemented Leitner SRS on Limitless Raid (newest and forgotten words are given
first)
- Gold Lining to bottom bar for words that have already been collected
- Cloud Save System
- Added Mandarin Chinese UI (Simplified)
- Added Mandarin Chinese UI (Traditional)
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Technical issues
yes

Registration required
Standalone application / must be installed
Playable directly in a browser. If yes, which one?

Browsers have permission to execute Adobe Flash
Additional software needs to be installed. If yes, which one?

✔
✔

no

✔
✔
✔
✔

Available for free

Highlights
(remarkable aspects related to this game that should be mentioned)

Windows XP or later; Mac OS X 10.5 or later; any Linux distribution
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References
(For example: Internet link that provides guidelines for teachers who want to use the game)

http://store.steampowered.com/app/274980/Influent/

Screenshot(s) of the game
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